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Federal inspectors were clearly troubled by what they had been seeing in recent 
years at Union Pacific. According to their written accounts, track defects repeatedly 
went uncorrected; passenger trains were sent down defective tracks at speeds more 
than four times faster than were deemed safe; and engines and rail cars were 
dispatched in substandard condition.  

Soon, the inspectors from the Federal Railroad Administration began talking tough: 
bigger fines and more of them. But as they began to crack down on the railroad, 
they found themselves under fire from an unexpected quarter: their boss, the 
agency's deputy administrator, Betty Monro.  

Ms. Monro demanded to know why agency officials had not pursued the less punitive 
"partnership" approach that she favored, according to a July 2002 memo from her 
and the agency's chief at the time, Allan Rutter. A year later, in a senior staff 
meeting, Ms. Monro rebuked her subordinates as being "overly aggressive" toward 
Union Pacific, according to one person present.  

Ms. Monro, who now runs the railroad agency, was in a position to know just how 
unhappy her inspectors were making officials at Union Pacific. She and the railroad's 
chief Washington lobbyist, Mary E. McAuliffe, are longtime friends and have 
vacationed together on Nantucket several times since Ms. Monro joined the agency 
in 2001.  

The railroad industry and its federal overseer have long been closely intertwined. 
And increasingly, like many other federal regulators, the Federal Railroad 
Administration has emphasized partnership as the best, quickest way to identify, and 
fix, safety problems from the roots up. But the story of its recent oversight of Union 
Pacific—spelled out in a series of internal memorandums from agency officials and 
inspectors—raises questions about whether this closeness has actually served to dull 
the agency's enforcement edge.  

Critics of the agency say that it has, over the years, bred an attitude of tolerance 
toward safety problems, and that fines are too rare, too small and too slowly 
collected. Those concerns have been underscored recently by a number of major 
Union Pacific derailments in Texas and California, including one in which the release 
of poisonous chlorine gas killed a woman and her daughter in their home near San 
Antonio.  

The ties between industry and regulator are many-layered.  

Another big railroad company, CSX, offered the agency's chief safety official a job 
potentially worth $324,000 a year, with bonuses and stock options, while he was 
visiting railroad headquarters to discuss safety problems. After the official, James T. 



Schultz, accepted the job several days later, a federal watchdog asked that agency 
officials be instructed on the ethics of discussing job offers.  

The agency promotes the rail industry on its Web site, calling it "safe, fuel efficient, 
environmentally friendly." It has lent millions of dollars to struggling railroads and 
has helped finance the industry's nonprofit educational campaign, which emphasizes 
the responsibility of motorists—and not the railroads—in avoiding grade-crossing 
accidents.  

The industry is a rich source of campaign contributions, mostly to the Republicans, 
with Union Pacific as the biggest giver. Its corporate political action committee was 
among the top 10 donors to Republican candidates for this election cycle, and Ms. 
McAuliffe is the treasurer of the company's PAC. The railroad's chairman, Dick 
Davidson, is identified by the Bush campaign as a "Ranger," having raised more than 
$200,000 for the president. Until he became Mr. Bush's running mate in 2000, Dick 
Cheney was a member of the Union Pacific board.  

George Gavalla, who was the F.R.A.'s associate administrator for safety at the time 
of the efforts to crack down on Union Pacific, said in an interview in August that at 
times he felt pressured by his superiors to go easier on the railroad—something Mr. 
Gavalla said he refused to do.  

"Every time we do some significant enforcement, particularly on Union Pacific, I 
would be called in and asked why," said Mr. Gavalla, who has since left the agency.  

The F.R.A., asked about why Mr. Gavalla left, would only say that he resigned this 
fall.  

The agency also vigorously denies that it tried to get Mr. Gavalla, or anyone else, to 
let up on Union Pacific.  

In separate statements, the agency and Union Pacific say the railroad has worked 
diligently to improve its safety record. And any accusation of favorable treatment, 
the F.R.A. said, is disproved by the fact that over the last four years Union Pacific 
"has been inspected more times, has received more violations and has paid more in 
fines than any other railroad." Union Pacific says it paid $4.1 million in fines last 
year.  

The F.R.A. declined through a spokesman to make Ms. Monro available for an 
interview, but her former boss, Mr. Rutter, defended her vacations with Ms. 
McAuliffe, saying they were not only proper but beneficial to regulators.  

"Frankly, the business intelligence that we could gather helped us in understanding 
how our enforcement method was being perceived," said Mr. Rutter, now deputy 
executive director of the North Texas Tollway Authority.  

But Charles Lewis, who runs the Center for Public Integrity, a nonprofit watchdog 
group in Washington, said the vacations merely underscored "the level of 
incestuousness between the railroad industry and the regulator."  



And the recent derailments have caused some government officials to question the 
F.R.A.'s oversight of Union Pacific. After five derailments in five months near San 
Antonio, Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison, Republican of Texas, asked for a federal 
investigation into the company's operations in the area. Two of those derailments 
occurred near a high school; in another case, two engines plunged into a creek, 
spilling diesel fuel. "People are asking now, 'What's going on?' " said Mayor Edward 
D. Garza of San Antonio.  

In California last month, a Union Pacific train derailed east of Los Angeles, damaging 
two houses, spilling fuel, cutting off electricity to 100 houses, and forcing the 
evacuation of 24 homes. A little more than a year earlier, in the same county, a 
runaway train raced through residential neighborhoods at speeds up to 95 miles per 
hour before derailing, injuring 13 people and damaging or destroying 8 houses.  

Kathryn Blackwell, a spokeswoman for Union Pacific, said the most recent 
derailments were still under investigation but added that derailments had been 
declining since 2001. "We have a lot more at stake in preventing derailments and 
accidents than does the F.R.A.," Ms. Blackwell said.  

The Federal Railroad Administration began to emphasize its partnership approach in 
1995. "We start with the assumption that railroads and their employees want to 
promote safety for their own benefit, not just because a law or regulation requires 
it," the F.R.A. would later explain.  

Supporters of this approach, called the Safety Assurance and Compliance Program, 
say it has sharply reduced accidents by focusing on big-picture problems, rather than 
minor rule infractions. But, according to longtime critics of the F.R.A., the industry 
and its overseers have sometimes taken the concept of cooperation too far.  

In October 1997, the F.R.A.'s associate administrator for safety, James T. Schultz, 
visited CSX's corporate headquarters in Jacksonville, Fla., to discuss serious safety 
problems at the railroad. During his visit, CSX officials on three successive days 
discussed employment possibilities with Mr. Schultz, according to an inspector 
general report.  

Several days later, Mr. Schultz accepted CSX's offer to be the railroad's vice 
president and chief safety officer. The federal watchdog found "no evidence that 
Schultz violated any criminal conflict of interest statute."  

A CSX spokesman said Mr. Schultz, who has since left the company, helped to make 
the railroad safer.  

Some rail-safety advocates say the agency suffers from a reluctance to impose 
punishment, which has made it less willing to investigate problems. The agency 
acknowledges that it levies fines for roughly 2 percent of all violations that it finds. 
The New York Times recently reported that the F.R.A. last year investigated fully just 
4 of about 3,000 grade crossing accidents and that the agency had failed to enforce 
its own rules requiring that railroads promptly report grade crossing fatalities.  

"There are a lot of really good people in the F.R.A. who are concerned about safety, 
but they unfortunately are not making the command decisions," said Paul F. Byrnes, 



who worked as a lawyer with the agency from 1998 to 2001 and now consults for a 
law firm that sues railroads. The agency's leadership, Mr. Byrnes said, had for a time 
referred to the railroads "as our customers."  

In April 2002, after reviewing the F.R.A.'s effort to improve the safety of one railroad 
company's tracks, the inspector general reminded the agency that on occasion it "will 
need to act more as a regulator and less as a partner."  

Mr. Gavalla, who replaced Mr. Schultz as the agency's safety chief, said he supported 
the partnership approach. But when it failed to work at Union Pacific, Mr. Gavalla 
said, he and his staff began a multi-region crackdown on the railroad, with more 
inspections and more fines. Mr. Rutter and Ms. Monro, he said, were not pleased.  

In a July 2002 memo, for example, they asked Mr. Gavalla to justify the crackdown. 
While they said they accepted Mr. Gavalla's decision, Mr. Rutter and Ms. Monro wrote 
that it "raises questions about whether our newer enforcement philosophy could 
have been applied in this particular situation."  

In the minds of some F.R.A. inspectors, a tougher approach was necessary. A series 
of internal agency memorandums obtained by The Times showed that agency 
inspectors were worried that Union Pacific management had not been doing enough 
to keep their trains and tracks safe.  

In one F.R.A. memo, dated May 1, 2002, an inspector said he found 400 track 
problems near O'Hare International Airport in Chicago. He warned that an accident 
could cause the release of hazardous materials, and added, "Consider the mass 
evacuation, chaos, injury and maybe death that could result from such a 
catastrophe."  

The inspector wrote that he believed Union Pacific was "either ignoring the conditions 
at this facility'' or "not conducting thorough inspections."  

In another memo, from November 2002, F.R.A. inspectors said that because Union 
Pacific had done a poor job of fixing track defects near Shreveport, La., trains should 
not have been allowed to go faster than 10 to 15 miles per hour. Even so, the 
inspector said, the railroad raised the speed of the track back up to 75 m.p.h. for 
passenger trains and 70 m.p.h. for freight trains.  

But the findings that most troubled the inspectors occurred in Union Pacific's North 
Little Rock service area in Arkansas. In a July 2003 memo, F.R.A. officials said Union 
Pacific's own inspectors had told them that railroad managers "had interfered with 
their ability to perform inspections." According to that memo, the agency had found 
conditions "so egregious that it was apparent that the railroad inspectors were not 
identifying defects in the track, and were doing so with their managers' tacit 
approval."  

The officials further charged that some violations had been "willful," according to the 
July memo.  

That same month, Mr. Gavalla said he and his senior staff visited Union Pacific 
headquarters in Omaha to discuss safety issues. But just before the meeting, Mr. 



Gavalla said, Betty Monro told the F.R.A. staff that over dinner the previous night, 
Union Pacific officials had angrily complained that the agency had been picking on 
them. Mr. Gavalla said he recalled Ms. Monro saying that that conduct was not going 
to be tolerated.  

Later, Mr. Gavalla said Ms. Monro gave him an e-mail message from Ms. McAuliffe. 
"The nature and degree of these fines call into question the credibility of F.R.A. 
senior management who have expressed a desire to work with the railroads and 
Union Pacific in a performance-based partnership," Ms. McAuliffe wrote.  

Though the F.R.A. would not comment on the friendship between Ms. Monro and Ms. 
McAuliffe, the Union Pacific spokeswoman, Ms. Blackwell, said the two women had 
been friends for more than 25 years, "long before either of them was involved with 
railroads."  

Ms. Blackwell said each woman paid her own expenses during the five vacations they 
took together—sometimes with other people—after Ms. Monro joined the F.R.A. in 
2001. "Ms. McAuliffe and Ms. Monro were aware that this friendship would put them 
under scrutiny by some people who may question the appropriateness of the 
relationship. That is why they chose to continue the friendship in an open and honest 
way."  

The F.R.A. and Union Pacific said the friendship did not affect how the agency dealt 
with the railroad. Said Ms. Blackwell, "To suggest that U.P. received preferential 
treatment due to this friendship—or due to political contributions—would be dead 
wrong."  

This article appeared in the New York Times on November 7, 2004 and was written 
by Walt Bogdanich. Jenny Nordberg contributed reporting for this article. 
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